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In Progress 
- Documentation 

- User guides 
- Move docs to opencue.io 

- Improve unit test coverage 
- Allow developers to make changes with higher confidence 

- Windows support 
- In progress. Current strategy includes making Python code Python 3 compatible, due to reliance on 

PySide. 
- Load testing / general scalability 

- Migration to gRPC removed some pieces such as connection pooling and caching that make Cuebot 
more efficient - focus on these areas to ensure high levels of scalability. 

- Should also compare Oracle deployments to Postgres to compare performance. 

Pending 
- Integration tests 
- License management 

- don't book more nodes than there are licenses 
- read from license servers directly if possible 
- Allow for bin packing jobs based on single license per host 

- Installers / "double-click to run" launchers 
- Current method of running via python on the commandline is unfriendly to beginner users 

- Easy sandbox creation 
- To aid adoption; current method of following docs to create all components is labor intensive and is 

easy to get wrong. 
- Make User a first-class object 

- Currently represented as a string in the database 
- Needs to be a first-class object with its own table for defining things like email address 
- This will allow us to re-enable some OpenCue features such as email notifications 
- Ideally this would be integrated with domain management for users who have that 

- Make some features or projects available only to a subset of users 
- Ie A wrangler may be able to pause an artist's job, but an artist would be able to control only her own 

jobs 
- Logging 

- Standardize logging of all components 
- Support external logging services e.g. Cloud Logging 

- Multi-site deployment 
- Documentation and best practices 
- Improved load balancing between Cuebots 

- Analytics 
- Metrics collection and display 
- Dashboards - e.g. render hours by show 

- Expand official plugins 
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- Houdini 
- Max 
- Katana 
- C4D 
- Clarisse 
- Blender 
- After Effects 

- Move scheduling logic out of database queries 
- Complex atomic queries are difficult to understand and debug 
- Adds barrier to entry for devs and will make it hard to improve the algorithm in the future 

- Web GUI 
- UI/UX as well as coding 

- Automatic NIMBY 
- Enable/disable NIMBY for workstations when in use / idling. 

- Cuebot Event & Plugin support 
- Be able to run client Python code from events fired by Cuebot 
- Be able to run scheduled plugins managed by Cuebot 

 


